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Research on the volatility of aprotic ionic liquids is reviewed. This topic is limited to aprotic liquids since
measurements have led to a generalization that this class of substances possesses extremely low vapor
pressures. For research related to this topic, the period covered is 2003 to 2008. The review begins with a
discussion of the earliest successful study of thermal vaporization of aprotic ionic liquids, the earliest indirect
measurements of their vapor pressure, the first proof of conventional distillation of ionic liquids, and
competition of vaporization with thermal decomposition seen at moderately high temperatures of (200 to
300) °C. The review then briefly discusses the nature of the vapor phase and proceeds to analyze the various
approaches used to measure or predict the vapor-liquid equilibrium properties of ionic liquids, including
their normal boiling point, vapor pressure, and enthalpy of vaporization. It is proposed that the most reliable
thermodynamic data exist solely for the enthalpy of vaporization, and thus this property would be the best
target for predictive approaches. Predictive approaches to calculate the enthalpy of vaporization are discussed
in light of their ability to predict the experimentally observed trends with molar mass. The review concludes
with a forward look at the following: expected effect of gas-phase ion clusters; anticipated trade-off between
the energetic gain and the entropic penalty for cluster formation; and the possibility of a Trouton rule for
the vaporization of ionic liquids.

Introduction

The field of ionic liquids research continues to witness an
extraordinary period of rapid growth. Furthermore, an uncom-
monly broad range of topics has been covered by publications
in this field. Research studies have run the gamut from the most
fundamental topics1 to the most applied2 ones. Fundamental
research has sought to better understand, often at a molecular
level, the unusual and sometimes unexpected behavior of this
class of compounds, while applied research has led to break-
through applications that demonstrate the potential to improve
well-established industrial processes or allow the design of novel
or sustainable solutions to old problems. Ionic liquids can be
subdivided into two classes, namely, proticsthose that contain
an acidic proton on the cationic speciessand aproticsthose
containing no acidic proton. The reason for this distinction is
that protic ionic liquids are volatile by their nature because the
acidic proton can be abstracted by the basic anion at ambient
temperature. The acid-base equilibrium for the abstraction
reaction allows the formation of neutral molecular species that
readily evaporate. In fact, the first published vapor pressures3

on ionic liquid mixtures, by Wilkes and collaborators, brought
into play the same type of chemical reaction equilibria. The
present review focuses on volatility of aprotic ionic liquids.

From time to time, a specific topic within a field of research
has matured to a point that a topical review is both useful and
necessary. This need arises typically when an upsurge of new
publications that contain useful data has made it impractical
for researchers to collect and digest them on a large scale or to
cite all or most of them as background information in their
manuscripts. The volatility of ionic liquids may be considered
to be such a topic. Reaching beyond the rather obvious utility,
many underlying issues in this field are still controversial and
thus under active debate. This review draws together both
experimental and predictive approaches to explore such open
questions. Until recently, ionic liquids were broadly regarded
as nonvolatile salts. In addition to this, they were thought of as
nonflammable and thermally and chemically stable salts.
However, based on data published in the last several years, these
assumptions have had to be progressively reconsidered. This
review addresses the subject of ionic liquids’ volatility with a
chief aim to bring into perspective some of the more recent
discoveries in this area.

The first successful study4 that dealt with the possibility of
thermal vaporization of aprotic ionic liquids was published in
March 2005. That work was immediately followed by that of
Kabo and collaborators who reported the first indirect determi-
nations of the vapor pressure of some ionic liquids5 and by the
first irrefutable proof6 that vaporization did not occur by any
mechanism other than the direct liquid-to-gas transfer of the
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chemically intact cations and anions of the ionic liquid, which
is directly analogous to the processes that occur in conventional
distillations.

One of the most important aspects of these pioneering studies
was the demonstration that, for selected families of ionic liquids,
there were windows of opportunity for their distillation. Simul-
taneously, these studies clearly showed that, for many of them,
the determination of relevant liquid-vapor equilibrium proper-
ties is either extremely difficult (thus, potentially inaccurate),
such as for the vapor pressure, pv, and the enthalpy of
vaporization, ∆vapH, or is simply forbidden territorysas for the
normal boiling temperature, Tb, and the critical temperature, Tc.

7

This is due to the competition between vaporization and
decomposition mechanisms as well as the non-negligible effect
of the presence of trace impurities. These studies also demon-
strated that the vapor pressure of ionic liquids can be very small
(,1 Pa) even at the relatively high temperatures of (200 to 300)
°C, which for some ionic liquids was below the onset of
decomposition. However, for many families of ionic liquids,
the onset of decomposition starts at temperatures too low for
significant vaporization to occur. In fact, the stage had been set
by two earlier experimental studies8,9 of the thermodynamic
properties of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate,
[C4mim][PF6]. These studies were the first to present ideal gas
thermodynamic properties calculated from spectral data and
absolute entropy values of the condensed state calculated from
heat capacity measured by adiabatic calorimetry. These authors
also reported that vapor pressure pv measurements by the
Knudsen effusion approach was not possible due to slow
decomposition reactions at a temperature of 220 °C, which was
200 °C below the reported thermal decomposition temperature.
This technical failure was overcome to a degree by combining
their thermodynamic properties of the gaseous and liquid states
and the derived ∆vapS(298.15 K) value with a value of
∆vapH(298.15 K) calculated by molecular simulation10,11 to
obtain the first estimate of the vapor pressure of [C4mim][PF6]
to be 10-11 Pa at 25 °C. This estimate, though accurate only to
an order of magnitude, made it abundantly clear why lab
researchers had never before observed vaporization of
[C4mim][PF6] under a typical lab vacuum (10-3 Pa) and ambient
temperature. It was no surprise that there were experimental
reports of no Vapor pressure for [C4mim][PF6]. At the same
time, this state of affairs did not deter theoretically oriented
studies from trying to estimate the enthalpy of vaporization or
the cohesive energy density of this and other ionic liquids. Apart
from the already mentioned works of Maginn and collabo-
rators,10,11 where values around 158 kJ ·mol-1 were estimated
by molecular dynamics simulations for the enthalpy of vaporiza-
tion of [C4mim][PF6] at 298 K, Lee and Lee12 reported internal
energy of vaporization values (obtained using Hildebrands
regular solution theory) for a series of ionic liquids in the (149
to 226) kJ ·mol-1 range. Although these early results tended to
overestimate the cohesive energies of ionic liquids, they
represent the first attempts to quantify the energetics involved
in the vaporization process.

A Case in Point

A recent topical publication (“Do we understand the volatility
of ionic liquids?”), by Ludwig and Kragl,13 highlighted the
recently discovered concept of ionic liquid volatility and its
quantification. Although the title of their work embraces a
question, the reader is left with the impression that for these
salts the relations between the ∆vapH, pv, and normal boiling
temperature, Tb, have been worked out completely. However,

in consideration of all the research that has been reported to
date, this is far from the case. In addition to issues related to
the context in which the earliest distillations of ionic liquids
were performed, two basic questions related to their volatility
remain to be addressed. The first concerns the nature of the
gaseous phase of ionic liquids. This issue includes those
experiments that led to the conclusion that under normal
distillation conditions at moderate temperatures and reduced
pressures ionic liquids vaporize as neutral contact ionic pairs
and that these are the ubiquitous species in the vapor phase.
The second question concerns the measurement of liquid-vapor
equilibrium thermodynamic data (namely, pv or ∆vapH). This
issue includes those problems arising from measurements under
extremely difficult conditions (very low pressures and moder-
ately high temperatures), the direct or indirect nature of the
experimental methods, the apparent inconsistency between
different sets of data, and the complex nature of ionic liquids
that renders ineffective some of the assumptions and correlations
that are usually taken for granted when dealing with molecular
fluids.

Nature of the Vapor Phase

Published proof that aprotic ionic liquids could be vaporized6

led to a wealth of studies, both experimental and theoretical,
which were designed to determine the nature of the vapor phase
under reduced-pressure distillation conditions.14-21 Research on
this very interesting subject is only tangentially related to this
review, which is centered on liquid-vapor equilibrium (the
vaporization or volatility of an ionic liquid) and not on the vapor
phase per se. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned studies con-
cluded that under moderate temperatures and low pressures the
vapor phase of aprotic ionic liquids that vaporize without
decomposing is most likely composed entirely of neutral contact
ion-pairs.14-18 This finding is vital for both the calculation and
comparison of ∆vapH data obtained by use of either experimental
or molecular simulation19,20,22,23 techniques that intrinsically
depend on the nature of the vapor-phase species. In this context,
it must be stressed that direct calorimetric results of enthalpy
of vaporization data are intrinsically per-mass values; they do
not depend on the vapor-liquid equilibrium model and contain
no information that specifies the equilibrium. On the other hand,
vapor pressure data, when indirectly obtained via Knudsen
effusion experiments, are calculated with a defined hypothetical
vapor-liquid equilibrium model in which the mass loss is
related to the equilibrium vapor pressure. The analysis and real
meaning of indirect results obtained for the vapor-liquid
equilibrium in systems that also undergo other vapor-phase
equilibria are a quite challenging task, which can be rationalized
only in combination with other experimental results.

When the early studies on this subject4-6 were published,
there was no evidence for the structure of the species that exist
in the vapor phase of aprotic ionic liquids. Consequently,
predicted values of ∆vapH (ca. 300 kJ ·mol-1 for a generic ionic
liquid) were, in fact, justifiable at the time, in a scenario that
assumed that the gas phase would be composed of dissociated
ionic species. In addition, early simulation results for 1-alkyl-
3-methylimidazolium-based ionic liquids had yielded similar
energy differences between the liquid phase and the dissociated
ions.24

Presently, we know that under conditions of moderately high
temperatures and low pressures the equilibrium gas phase of
some commonly investigated aprotic ionic liquids is composed
only of isolated neutral ion pairs. Furthermore, we know that
within these working temperature and pressure ranges 1-alkyl-
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3-methylimidazolium-based ionic liquids, when combined with
the bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [NTf2] anion, have ∆vapH
values in the range of (130 to 180) kJ ·mol-1. There are other
ionic liquids, such as those based on the triazolium cation,25

which present estimated (by simulation studies assuming contact
ion-pairs in the gas phase) ∆vapH values around 250 kJ ·mol-1.

The relations between the energies involved in the vaporiza-
tion of an ionic liquid (in vapor-liquid equilibrium) and the
structure of the gas are summarized in Figure 1. Molecular
modeling calculations19,20 have yielded quantitative estimates
of the energies involved in the formation of ionic liquid clusters
of different sizes. Figure 1 shows the overall picture that points
to differences of (300 to 500) kJ ·mol-1 between the internal
energies of the isolated ionic species and the liquid, differences
of (100 to 250) kJ ·mol-1 between the internal energies of ionic
pairs and the liquid (related to enthalpies of vaporization), and
differences of (250 to 400) kJ ·mol-1 between the internal
energies of the isolated ionic species and the ionic pairs (energies
of pair formation). Simulation results19 have also shown that at
high temperatures (above those thus far used in vaporization
experiments) ionic pairs present in the gas phase will dissociate
into isolated ions and that at lower temperatures they will form
larger ionic neutral aggregates, shown schematically in
Figure 2.

In contrast to the aforementioned observations, the first
matrix-isolated FTIR spectrum of a vaporized ionic liquid seems
to indicate that the structures of the isolated species are different
from both the liquid phase and from a 1:1 neutral contact ion
pair.21 This result could reopen the debate on the nature of the
gas phase of ionic liquids and highlights the need for further
systematic studies on different classes of these compounds.

VLE Data

Correlations and Discussion. Figure 3 shows different
approaches that have been used to estimate three properties
related to vapor-liquid equilibria of ionic liquids: Tb, pv, and
∆vapH. The different techniques are grouped into experimental,
theoretical, and data correlation methods. Note that the first
property, the normal boiling temperature, Tb, may be viewed

as a hypothetical propertysnot experimentally accessiblesdue
to thermal decomposition.

VLE properties of ionic liquids as a subject of research was
launched with a correlation-oriented paper,4 in which the authors
reported the estimation of hypothetical critical and normal
boiling temperatures for different ionic liquids by use of density
and surface tension experimental data (cf. Figure 3, label a).
Recently, those ideas were taken even further, and values of
molar enthalpies of vaporization at the normal boiling temper-
ature were also calculated from density and surface tension
data.26 The authors of the latter publication referred to the use
of the method described by Rebelo and collaborators in ref 4.
However, despite its importance, the method described in that
paper allows only for rough estimates of both the critical and
normal boiling temperatures. The central problem with this
approach is attributable to the use of the Eötvos and Guggen-
heim equations

γV2/3 ) A + BT (1)

γ ) γ0(1 - T/Tc)
11/9 (2)

where γ is the surface tension; Tc is the critical temperature;
and V is the orthobaric molar volume of the liquid. From these
equations, the critical temperature, Tc, is estimated as the
temperature for which the surface tension, γ, is inherently zero.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the energy differences between the
condensed phase and the gas phase composed of contact ion pairs and
between the gas with ion pairs and gas phase with isolated ions. The lattice
energy is shown schematically.

Figure 2. Scheme showing the distinct possibility of gaseous species ranging
from clusters of n ion pairs, to contact ion pairs, to isolated single ions.
The figure considers a typical aprotic ionic liquid family: a dialkylimida-
zolium triflate.19

Figure 3. Schematic representation of four general approaches to obtain
enthalpy of vaporization: (a) correlations; (b) group contributions; (c)
experimental; and (d) theoretical.
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Therefore, these equations were used4 to perform very long
extrapolations on the temperature axis to estimate critical
temperatures. The authors used experimental density and surface
tension data, which typically cover a limited temperature range
of about 50 °C, and extrapolated them more than 1000 °C to
very high temperatures. To reduce this long extrapolation, new
surface tension data were measured27 for the [Cnmim][NTf2]
family up to 200 °C. These newer results showed that the
calculated critical temperatures vary monotonically from ap-
proximately (1200 ( 100) °C for [C2mim][NTf2] to (900 (
100) °C for [C14mim][NTf2]. An empirical coefficient is used
to calculate the normal boiling temperatures from the estimated
critical temperatures. As stated in the original manuscript4 and
again in other later publications, there are some substances that,
due to strong hydrogen bonding, are not consistent with either
the Guggenheim equation (i.e, the exponent changes from 11/9
to 8/10) or the ratio of the normal-boiling temperature to the
critical temperature (i.e., the ratio changes from 0.6 to greater
than 0.7).4,7 Other correlations have been used that are based
on density and surface tension data, by use of the Stefan equation
or the Fowkes approach28,29

γ )
∆vapH

V2/3NA
1/3

ZS

Z
(3)

∆vapH ) A(γV2/3NA
1/3) + B (4)

where ZS and Z are the surface and bulk coordination numbers
for the molecules in the liquid. This approach yields directly
calculated values of ∆vapH at room temperature and avoids the
extremely long extrapolations of the previous method. However,
this method involves fitting two empirical parameters, which
means that the method is no longer purely predictive and relies
on the hypothesis that the parameters obtained for a given ionic
liquid family are transferable to other ionic liquids.

Group contribution methods for Tb or ∆vapH have been
suggested by different authors5,29-31 (Figure 3, label b).
Paulechka et al.5 proposed a contribution method to estimate
∆vapH from the atomic composition of a given molecule or ionic
pair

∆vapH298/kJ · mol-1 ) 6.2nC + 5.7nO + 10.4nN -
0.5nF + 10.6nS (5)

where nC, nO, nN, nF, and nS represent the number of carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, or sulfur atoms in the ionic liquid.

Using another approach, Valderrama and Robles30,31 devel-
oped a contribution method to estimate the critical parameters
and (indirectly) the normal boiling points of ionic liquids.
Finally, Verevkin29 developed an additive approach based on
the empirical formula of an IL in which the enthalpy of
vaporization is divided in two main contributions, one from the
elemental constituents of the IL (independent of their position
on the cation and anion) and the other from auxiliary contribu-
tions due to structural peculiarities of each IL.

From our perspective, the main problem with the application
of these methods concerns the inadequacy of independent
experimental data that are available to implement and validate
them. For instance, in the case of Verevkin’s method, where
some, but not all, structural characteristics of ionic liquids are
taken into account, the ∆vapH of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [C4mim][NTf2], and 1-propyl-
2,3-dimethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide,
[C3mmim][NTf2], should be exactly the same. Unfortunately,
structural differences between these two isomers are not taken

into account by the method in its present form, while experi-
mentally determined ∆vapH values32 show a difference of ca.
15 kJ ·mol-1. However, this method could undergo a refinement
to account for this difference, with the caution that there are
only limited high-accuracy data available. If one is less selective
in choosing the best training data to be fitted, it would be
possible to end up with a group contribution method that is
fitted to nearly all experimental points but unfortunately has
very limited predictive power.

Another important issue (especially in the context of Valder-
rama’s work30,31) is the fact that, for ionic liquids, Tb is a
property that is inaccessible experimentally. This means we must
select another thermodynamic property that is closely related
to Tb to meaningfully compare with experimental data. Obvi-
ously, the cohesive energy of an ionic liquid would impact the
value of its boiling point. However, it is not yet clear whether
any Trouton-like correlation33,34

∆vapHTb

Tb
) ∆vapSTb ≈ 85 J· K-1 · mol-1 (6)

exists between ∆vapH and Tb (see below).

After that first correlation-oriented paper (and contemporane-
ous with other correlation methods just described), some
experimental results started to emerge in the literature. These
results concerned either pv or ∆vapH measurements (cf. Figure
3, label c). In the case of ionic liquids, where the vapor pressure
is typically near 1 Pa at temperatures just below the onset of
decomposition, the pressure measurements were performed by
effusion35-37 (Knudsen cell5,28)ssee Appendix 1sor gas
saturation (transpiration38) methods. In the case of the Knudsen
cell experiments, all measurements were performed with ionic
liquids of the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluorometh-
ylsulfonyl)imide family, [Cnmim][NTf2], with n ) 2, 4, 6, and
8. In the case of the transpiration method, the studied systems
were [C2mim][NTf2] and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicy-
anamide, [C4mim][dca] (see Tables 1 and 2). As a historical
footnote, an early attempt8,9 to measure the vapor pressure of
[C4mim][PF6] was not successful because vapor pressures were
found to be below the detection limit (less than 10-2 Pa) of the
experimental setup.

In the case of the [Cnmim][NTf2] family, the pv data at a
given temperature present a sawtooth-like trend along the series
(pv(n ) 2) > pv(n ) 6) > pv(n ) 4) > pv(n ) 8)). This peculiar
trend may be just a consequence of the difficulty of the pv

determinations; for instance, the values for [C2mim][NTf2]
obtained using the Knudsen28 and transpiration38 methods are
inconsistent with each other, but in spite of this they yielded
verysimilar∆vapHvaluesthroughtheuseoftheClausius-Clapeyron
equation for each isolated data set

Table 1. Experimental Vapor Pressure Data, pv, and Normal
Boiling Temperature Calculation, Tb

a

Ti Tf pv(Ti) pv(Tf) Tb

ionic liquid method K K mPa mPa K

[C2mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 442 484 6.2 109 907
transpiration38 499 538 157 1119 966

[C4mim][NTf2] Knudsen5 458 517 12.2 466 924
Knudsen28 438 517 3.6 515 933

[C6mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 446 494 6.7 172 885
[C8mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 455 498 7.8 154 857
[C4mim][dca] transpiration38 449 480 192 2206 690

a The experimental measurements were performed on the temperature
range (Ti to Tf).
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ln(p2

p1
) ) -

∆vapH

R ( 1
T2

- 1
T1

) (7)

The picture becomes even more puzzling if one includes the
relative volatilities of several ionic liquids obtained from vacuum
distillation of equimolar binary mixtures of ionic liquids. These
vapor-liquid equilibrium experiments showed volatility maxima
at n ) 4 (where n is the number of carbons in the alkyl side
chain) for both the [Cnmim][NTf2] and N-alkyl-N-methylpyr-
rolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [Cnmpyrr][NTf2],
families of ionic liquids.39

As stated above, Tb is not experimentally accessible but can
be estimated by extrapolation of the corresponding pv,T relation-
ship28 to atmospheric pressure. In the [Cnmim][NTf2] family,
the reported Tb values are 907 K, 933 K, 885 K, and 857 K for
n ) 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Assuming the vapor pressure
measurements are sufficiently accurate, the trend shows a
maximum in Tb at n ) 4 and then an overall decrease with
increasing n.

Besides the above-mentioned experimental difficulties and
resulting inaccuracies, all these unusual trends can also be a
consequence of the complex, nanosegregated nature of ionic
liquids that can undergo noticeable structural changes in the
liquid phase along a homologous series of cations or anions.40,41

The ∆vapH data that have been reported in the literature were
obtained either directly or from Clausius-Clapeyron plots using
pv or other experimental data (cf. Figure 3). Armstrong et al.14

used a temperature programmed desorption method to estimate,
through a Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, the values of ∆vapH

for eight different ionic liquids (four from the previously
described [Cnmim][NTf2] family, plus 1-ethyl-3-methylimida-
zolium ethylsulfate, [C2mim][C2H5SO4], and 1-octyl-3-meth-
ylimidazolium combined with the tetrafluoroborate, hexafluo-
rophosphate, and triflate anions, [C8mim][BF4], [C8mim][PF6],
and [C8mim][CF3SO3]). Luo et al.32 used another indirect
method (isothermal gravimetry) to determine the ∆vapH of 12
ionic liquids ([Cnmim][NTf2] and 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(perfluoroethylsulfonyl)imide, [Cnmim][beti], families with
n ) 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, 1-propyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, [C3mmim][NTf2], and 1-pro-
pyl-2,3-dimethylimidazolium bis(perfluoroethylsulfonyl)imide,
[C3mmim][beti]). Finally, Santos et al.42 used a direct method
(vacuum-vaporization drop microcalorimetryssee Appendix 2)
to determine the values of ∆vapH for seven ionic liquids of the
[Cnmim][NTf2] family with n between 2 and 8.

It is worth noting that in the case of ∆vapH values obtained
using Clausius-Clapeyron plots most authors28,32,38 reported
uncertainties in the values of ∆vapH related to the uncertainty
in the value of the pv,T slope of those plots. Since there are
only a few experimental points on all those curves (in most
cases corresponding to four to seven distinct temperatures), the
expanded uncertainties can be assumed to be higher than the
reported uncertainties by a factor of 3. This factor was
empirically determined by randomly omitting one datum point
at a time in each curve and observing the impact on the
recalculated slope.

The ∆vapH of ionic liquids has also been estimated using
theoretical calculations (Figure 3, label d). First, combustion

Table 2. Experimental and Calculated Thermodynamic Properties of Vaporizationa

Tav ∆vapH(Tav) ∆vapH(298K) ∆vapH(Tb) ∆vapS(Tb)

ionic liquid method K kJ ·mol-1 kJ ·mol-1 kJ ·mol-1 J ·K-1 ·mol-1

[C2mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 463 119 135 74 82
transpiration38 519 115 137 70 73
desorption14 430 121 134 70 75
calorimetry42 578 110 136 72 77
gravimetry32 496 121 141 77 82

[C3mim][NTf2] calorimetry42 578 121 147 - -
[C4mim][NTf2] Knudsen5 487 120 138 75 82

Knudsen28 478 118 136 73 78
desorption14 440 120 134 71 76
calorimetry42 578 128 155 92 99
gravimetry32 496 119 139 76 82

[C5mim][NTf2] calorimetry42 578 134 162 - -
[C6mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 462 123 140 81 92

desorption14 445 124 139 80 91
calorimetry42 578 145 173 114 129
gravimetry32 503 124 145 86 98

[C7mim][NTf2] calorimetry42 578 151 180 - -
[C8mim][NTf2] Knudsen28 475 132 150 94 110

desorption14 450 134 149 93 109
calorimetry42 578 163 192 136 159
gravimetry32 503 132 153 97 113

[C10mim][NTf2] gravimetry32 510 134 155 - -
[C3mmim][NTf2] gravimetry32 503 130 151 - -
[C2mim][beti] gravimetry32 503 115 136 - -
[C4mim][beti] gravimetry32 503 114 135 - -
[C6mim][beti] gravimetry32 503 118 139 - -
[C8mim][beti] gravimetry32 499 125 145 - -
[C10mim][beti] gravimetry32 510 127 148 - -
[C3mmim][beti] gravimetry32 503 122 143 - -
[C4mim][dca] transpiration38 465 140 157 118 171
[C2mim][EtSO4] desorption14 500 144 164 - -
[C8mim][BF4] desorption14 520 122 162 - -
[C8mim][PF6] desorption14 530 146 169 - -
[C8mim][OTf] desorption14 495 131 151 - -

a Tav is the average temperature of the experimental measurements; ∆vapH(T) is the enthalpy of vaporization at temperature T; and ∆vapS(T) is the
entropy of vaporization at temperature T.
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enthalpy measurements were combined with ab initio calcula-
tions in the gas phase (ionic pairs) to yield the corresponding
∆vapH values; second, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
based on force fields commonly used for ionic liquids were
performed to obtain the difference between the configurational
energies of the gas and liquid phases and the corresponding
∆vapH values; finally, the vapor pressures and vaporization
enthalpies of a series of 1-n-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium-bis(tri-
fluoromethanesulfonyl) amide ionic liquids have been predicted
by using the COSMO-RS method combined with quantum
chemical gas phase calculations.43 Two different approaches
were implemented. In approach “I”, the total Gibbs energy of
vaporization was divided into three parts: the virtual Gibbs
energies of vaporization of the cation, that of the anion, and
the Gibbs energy of the ion pair formation in the gas phase. In
approach “II”, it was assumed that both phases (vapor and
liquid) consisted of ion pairs only. The vapor pressures obtained
using approach “I” are 5 orders of magnitude lower than the
experimental data, while those predicted by approach “II”
showed improved results: they are lower just by 1 order of
magnitude.5,28 On the other hand, the enthalpies of vaporization
are reasonably well predicted by both approaches. The results
are summarized in Table 3.19,20,38,42-49 At this point, a few
issues are important to consider that are exclusive to the
theoretical or simulation methods. First, all methods base their
estimation of ∆vapH on independent calculations for the gas and
liquid phases. This means that the calculated ∆vapH value will
be the difference between two sometimes rather large quantities,
with a rather large uncertainty. This is especially true for
simulations in the gas phase that generally entail large statistical
errors associated with the calculation of the thermodynamic
properties such as the configurational energy. Second, most
simulations were based on force fields that were validated taking
into account only volumetric and structural properties of ionic
liquids, which were the only ones that were available at the
time of their development. This means, on one hand, that the
simulations are acting in a truly predictive way with regard to
the calculation of ∆vapH and that in this context the observed
(20 to 50) % deviations between the simulation and the existing
experimental results are in fact quite reasonable, and on the
other, that the force fields can be further improved by using
VLE data as they become available. In fact, Ludwig et al.22

started to implement this last option by refining one of the
available and most used force fields24 using VLE data for the
1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bistriflamide family. Nevertheless,
a general force field that is developed and validated taking into
account the existing VLE data is a remote possibility at this
stage. Third, even if they overestimate the ∆vapH values,
simulations can show the relative contributions to the cohesive
energy of the condensed phase arising from the Coulombic and
van der Waals interactions present in the liquid phase. Contrary
to what would be expected, the latter forces are not negligible
compared to the former and in some cases are even the
predominant ones.

All results show (cf. Tables 1 to 3) that for a given ionic
liquid family, [Cnmim][NTf2] or [Cnmim][beti], the ∆vapH values
exhibit a general increase with n, with the disparities between
results obtained by indirect14,28,32,38 and direct42 experimental
methods essentially at the level of the shape and rate of that
increase. The same applies to the comparison between experi-
mental and theoretical methods. Simulations have shown that
the increase of ∆vapH with n is mainly related to the increase of
the van der Waals interactions between the progressively longer
alkyl side chains of the cations (the energy of the Coulombic

interactions remaining more or less constant throughout the
entire homologous series) and that this fact can also be related
to the complex, nanosegregated nature of ionic liquids.40-42

It is important to stress that to obtain ∆vapH values at a given
temperature (e.g., 298 K or the hypothetical Tb) from experi-
mental ∆vapH values acquired at different temperatures, it is
necessary to estimate the value of ∆Cp, the difference between
the molar heat capacity at constant pressure of the gas and that

Table 3. Calculated Enthalpy of Vaporization Using Theoretical
Methodsa

∆vapH

ionic liquid method kJ ·mol-1 T/K

[C2mim][EtSO4] Molecular Dynamics45 178 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 164.6 298

[C1mim][NTf2] Molecular Dynamics22 132.1 298
[C2mim][NTf2] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 198.7 298

Molecular Dynamics20 146 293
Molecular Dynamics22 130.6 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 119.5b 464.1
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 116.9c 464.1

[C4mim][NTf2] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 210.7 298
Molecular Dynamics20 151 293
Molecular Dynamics22 135.1 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 120.1b 477.6
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 118.9c 477.6

[C6mim][NTf2] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 216.1 298
Molecular Dynamics20 157 293
Molecular Dynamics22 143.8 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 125.2b 469.7
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 123.7c 469.7

[C8mim][NTf2] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 228.1 298
Molecular Dynamics20 162 293
Molecular Dynamics22 153.6 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 128.4b 478.5
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 130.1c 478.5

[C4mim][PF6] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 186.8 298
Molecular Dynamics46 123.3 298
Molecular Dynamics10 161 298

[C6mim][PF6] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 198.7 298
[C8mim][PF6] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 215.8 298
[C4mim][TfO] Hildebrand Reg. Sol. Theory12 151.5 298
[C2mim][NO3] Ab-initio + Combustion47 163.7 298
[C4mim][NO3] Molecular Dynamics25 159 298

Molecular Dynamics46 130.2 298
Ab-initio + Combustion44 162.4 298

[C4mim][dca] Ab-initio + Combustion38 153.4 298
Ab-initio + COSMO-RS43 159.3 298

[hmpy][NTf2] Molecular Dynamics49 181 298
[ompy][NTf2] Molecular Dynamics49 188 298
[hdmpy][NTf2] Molecular Dynamics49 177 298
[tmgu][HCO2] Molecular Dynamics47 95.31 353
[tmgu][lact] Molecular Dynamics47 118.70 298
[tmgu][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics47 184.19 318
[tmgu][CF3CO2] Molecular Dynamics47 117.04 318
[tmgu][Tf] Molecular Dynamics47 136.97 318
[pmpgu][NO3] Molecular Dynamics48 174.5 300
[pmbgu][NO3] Molecular Dynamics48 178.6 300
[pmpgu][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics48 189.2 300
[pmbgu][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics48 187.9 300
[cyctmgu][NO3] Molecular Dynamics48 200.8 300
[cyctmbgu][NO3] Molecular Dynamics48 181.5 300
[cyctmgu][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics48 211.8 300
[cyctmbgu][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics48 197.3 300
[124tr][NO3] Molecular Dynamics25 227 373
[123tr][NO3] Molecular Dynamics25 223 373
[4am124tr][NO3] Molecular Dynamics25 215 373
[124tr][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics25 238 373
[123tr][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics25 236 373
[4am124tr][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics25 227 373
[1m4am124tr][ClO4] Molecular Dynamics25 174 373

a ∆vapH is the enthalpy of vaporization at temperature T. b Calculated
by the use of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. c Calculated from
COSMO-RS theory.
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of the liquidssee Appendix 3. This quantity has been estimated5,42

to be about (100 ( 10) J ·K-1 ·mol-1 for all members of the
[Cnmim][NTf2] family and generally extrapolated to other ionic
liquids. Such an approximation is not necessary in the case of
the simulation methods, where the calculations can be performed
at any desired temperature (generally 298 K).

However, this correction might suggest a more serious,
fundamental flaw. At room temperature, large neutral ionic-
pair aggregates are probably the predominant gas-phase spe-
cies.19 Values of ∆vapH are always calculated at a common
reference of per mole of single cations plus one mole of single
anions. At the crossover between the prevalence of ion pairs
versus larger clusters, values of ∆vapH ought to show a marked
decrease. The vaporization of the liquid to form those clusters
contains an additional, significant energetic gain,20 which, in
these low-temperature regimes, prevails over the inherent
entropic penalty associated with cluster formation. For instance,
∆vapH of [C2mim]2[NTf2]2 ) 184/2 ) 92 kJ ·mol-1 and that of
[C2mim]3[NTf2]3 ) 219/3 ) 73 kJ ·mol-1, to be compared with
146 kJ ·mol-1 for [C2mim][NTf2]. In short, the specific value
of ∆vapH might decrease with decreasing temperature, which is
opposite that of compounds presenting a single species in the
gas phase. Conversely, in the high-temperature regime, ca. (700
to 800) K, if the ionic liquids did not decompose, then one would
see an increase in ∆vapH and an upward bend in pv,T with a
temperature increase due to the increasing presence of high-
entropy, isolated ions. Because of this, it is likely that Tb’s will
be lower than predicted by a simple, linear treatment of of pv,T
relations with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Thus, the
underlying inaccuracy associated with this assumption can be
quite large in terms of ∆vapH values within a given ionic liquid
family and can be even larger between unrelated ionic liquids.

In any case, the available experimental data (see Tables 1
and 2) show that within the [Cnmim][NTf2] family there is no
direct proportionality between Tb and ∆vapHsthey show general
decreasing and increasing trends with n, respectivelyswhich
suggests that no Trouton-like relation, (∆vapH/Tb ) universal
constant) exists for this particular family of ionic liquids. If the
Trouton rule does not apply, even within a given family of ionic
liquids, a general Trouton-like rule for ionic liquids as an entire
class of compounds is even less likely.

Specifically in the case of ionic liquids, the historically well-
known and practical Trouton constant is estimated from the ratio
of two hypothetical quantities. Several authors8,28 have made
an attempt to calculate it, and therefore this issue is worth
discussing. It is important to mention that in many studies the
underlying reasoning behind the Trouton rule has not been used
in the most correct way because the rule applies to normal (1
bar) pressure, not to the extremely low saturation pressures of
the experiments. This apparent detail has nonetheless a huge
effect on the entropy of the gas phase and thus on the rule itself,
which is dictated by the value of ∆vapS at the normal boiling
point.

Interestingly, the estimates of Trouton constants based on the
available Tb and ∆vapH(Tb) data show that, for the smaller
members of the [Cnmim][NTf2] family (n ) 2 or 4), the
constants (although not universal) will be in the range (70 to
90) J ·K-1 ·mol-1. This range is not so different from those found
for many nonassociated fluids and is smaller than the value for
water (109 J ·K-1 ·mol-1). This paradox can be explained if one
considers that, on the one hand, the vapor phase of ionic liquids
is, even at those estimated high Tb’s, constituted largely by
neutral ionic pairs and that, on the other hand, the liquid phase
is composed to some extent of those same pairs. In other words,

although ionic liquids are composed exclusively of anions and
cations, their interactions and structure are not conditioned
exclusively by electrostatic interactions, but also by interactions
between neutral ionic aggregates or residues. Another property
where this fact is apparent is the dielectric constant of ionic
liquids, which is smaller than that of water and closer to those
of many dipolar organic fluids.1 For the larger members of the
[Cnmim][NTf2] family, the Trouton constants are equal to or
greater than 100 J ·K-1 ·mol-1, which again appears to contradict
the fact that these ionic liquids have concomitantly larger
nonpolar residues attached to the charged imidazolium ring.
However, the higher degree of nanosegregation between polar
and nonpolar domains found in these ionic liquids,40,41 as
compared to that of the smaller members of the family, may
explain the large entropy difference between the (highly
structured) liquid phase and the gas. Therefore, thermodynamics
dictates the existence of high values of the Trouton constant
whenever the liquid phase is particularly structured or ag-
gregated, and the gas phase is essentially constituted by neutral
species. For example, results using the transpiration method,
which yielded ∆vapH values in agreement with the other methods
for [C2mim][NTf2], generate in the case of [C4mim][dca] a
Trouton constant value of 171 J ·K-1 ·mol-1.38

Conclusions
At present, it may not be possible to measure the vapor

pressures and/or the enthalpies of vaporization of any particular
ionic liquid. Furthermore, the values for the (at times experi-
mentally inaccessible) properties such as pv or ∆vapH are far
from having been accurately established. Most methods present
systematic errors related to the extreme experimental conditions
of high temperatures that are not far from the decomposition
temperatures of the ILs, extremely low pressures, limited number
of experimentally feasible compounds, and difficult calibrations
under these conditions. All of these factors can cause systematic
errors within a given ionic liquid family. It must also be stressed
at this point that although the amount of published VLE data is
rapidly increasing it consists mainly of repetitions, extrapola-
tions, or predictions based on a rather small set of independent
experiments representing just two ionic liquid families plus four
other ionic liquids; cf. Tables 1 and 2.

Nonetheless, those thermodynamic quantities, when they are
accurately measured for a sufficiently comprehensive set of ionic
liquids, will help researchers to refine force fields employed in
molecular simulations as well as stringently test other theoretical
models. These are absolutely essential tasks considering the
enormous number of potentially available liquid salts. Hence,
we defend the importance of further studies on this subject,
culminating in a series of round-robin measurements using high-
purity, single-batch ionic liquids of a model family that will
allow us to compare vapor-liquid equilibrium data obtained
by different methods and to discuss the possible causes of error
or inconsistencies found in each case. Once this is accomplished
it will be possible to give recommended values for the enthalpy
of vaporization of aprotic ionic liquids.
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APPENDIX 1: Knudsen Effusion

The Knudsen effusion method is one of the most widely used
methods for measuring the vapor pressures of crystalline or
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liquid compounds for pressures less than 1 Pa. In a typical
effusion experiment, the crystalline or liquid sample is placed
at the bottom of a cylindrical cell kept at a constant temperature,
and the vapor is allowed to effuse through a small orifice located
at the top of the cell into an evacuated space. In an effusion
experiment, a hypothetical liquid-gas equilibrium is considered
as presented in eq A1.1. The gas phase is taken as an ideal gas,
and the results obtained via Knudsen effusion experiments are
attained in terms of the following defined hypothetical
liquid-vapor equilibrium model, in which the mass loss is
related to the equilibrium vapor pressure

IL(l) a IL(g) (A1.1)

In systems simultaneously forming parallel gas phase equi-
libria (e.g., dimerization in the gas phase), the analysis and real
meaning of the results obtained for the liquid-gas equilibrium
by Knudsen effusion is a rather challenging task that can be
rationalized only in combination with other experimental results.

The measurements are typically made over a temperature interval,
corresponding to a typical pressure range of (0.01 to 1) Pa.

The vapor pressure of the sample is calculated by eq A1.2

p ) (m/Aowot) · (2πRT/M)1/2 (A1.2)

where m is the mass vaporized from the effusion cell; T is the
temperature at which the vaporization occurred; t is the
experimental time; M is the molar mass of the compound; R is
the ideal gas constant (R ) 8.314 472 J ·K-1 ·mol-1); A0 is the
area of the orifice; and wo is the transmission probability factor
that could be calculated by means of eq A1.3 or eq A1.4

wo ) {1 + (3l/8r)}-1 (A1.3)

wo ) {1 + (l/2r)}-1 (A1.4)

where l and r are the thickness and the radius of the effusion
orifice, respectively. Data concerning the thickness, radius, and
the transmission probability factor calculated for each orifice
are usually presented by the authors for each experimental setup.
Experimental orifices are designed to get a transmission
probability factor, wo, as near as possible to unity. For that
reason, the ratio between the thickness and the radius of the
orifice should be small (typically less than 0.01). To minimize
the self cooling effects and the deviation of the equilibrium pressure
inside the effusion cell due to the transient mass flow to the orifice,
the radius of the effusion orifice should also be small when
compared with the surface of the sample in the effusion cell.

The standard molar enthalpies of vaporization at the mean
temperature, 〈T〉, are derived, using the integrated form of the
Clausius-Clapeyron eq A1.5

ln(p/Pa) ) a - b · (K/T) (A1.5)

where a is a constant and b ) ∆l
gHm

o (〈T〉)/R. ∆l
gHm

o (〈T〉) is the
standard molar enthalpy of vaporization of the ionic liquid at
the mean temperature, 〈T〉.

Appendix 2: The ∆l
gCp,m

o Correction

The standard molar enthalpies of vaporization at T ) 298.15 K
are usually determined by eq A2.1

∆l
gHm

o (298.15 K) ) ∆l
gHm

o (T) + ∫298.15

T
Cp(l)dT -

∫298.15

T
Cp(g)dT (A2.1)

where Cp(l) and Cp(g) stand for the liquid and gas heat
capacities, respectively. Usually, the two heat capacity correction
terms are condensed in a single term written as

∫298.15

T
∆l

gCpdT ) -{∫298.15

T
Cp(l)dT - ∫298.15

T
Cp(g)dT}

(A2.2)

which, in turn, can be simplified using the mean value of ∆l
gCp,m

o

in the respective temperature interval, between 298.15 K and
〈T〉. The temperature correction becomes

∆l
gHm

o (298.15 K) ) ∆l
gHm

o (〈T〉) + (298.15 K - 〈T〉)∆l
gCp,m

o

(A2.3)

at the equilibrium pressure at this temperature p(〈T〉).
Typically, to perform this ∆l

gCp,m
o calculation, the difference

of the heat capacities at constant pressure between the gas and
liquid phases was estimated by use of the expression derived
from the energy equipartition principle and the difference
between isochoric and isobaric heat capacities in the liquid and
gas phases

∆l
gCp ) Cp,g - Cp,l ≈ (3R + R) - (6R +

Rp
2

κT
VmT)

(A2.4)

∆l
gCp ≈ -2R -

Rp
2

κT
VmT (A2.5)

The entropies of vaporization at equilibrium conditions,
∆l

gSm{〈T〉, p(〈T〉)}, can be calculated by eq A2.6

∆l
gSm{〈T〉, p(〈T〉)} ) ∆l

gHm
o (〈T〉)/〈T〉 (A2.6)

Using an identical approximation for the heat capacity correc-
tion, the standard (p° ) 105 Pa) molar entropies of vaporization
are calculated by

∆l
gSm

o (298.15 K) ) ∆l
gSm{〈T〉, p(〈T〉)} +

∆l
gCp,m

o ln(298.15 K/〈T〉) - R ln{po/p(〈T〉)} (A2.7)

Appendix 3: Calorimetric Measurement of Enthalpies of
Vaporization

Direct calorimetric measurements of enthalpies of vaporization
are intrinsically specific (per mass) values; i.e., they do not
depend on any vapor-liquid equilibrium model. In this case,
the measured enthalpies are the balance between two well-
defined energy states. Consequently, however, no information
about the equilibrium can be derived.

According to the schematic thermodynamic diagram repre-
sented in Figure A2.1, the total enthalpy change measured for
the process, ∆l,298.15

g,T Hm
o , can be subdivided in two main terms

(i) the enthalpy change due to the heating of the sample in
the liquid phase from T ) 298.15 K to the hot-zone temperature
T, ∆298.15

T Hm
o (l), and

Figure A2.1. Hypothetical thermodynamic cycle for the vaporization of
an ionic liquid.
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(ii) the enthalpy change corresponding to the vaporization
of the sample at the hot-zone temperature T,∆l

gHm
o (T).

The first main term can be obtained, according to eq A3.1,
from the integration of the experimental heat flow data,
corresponding to the heat involved in the heating of the sample
in the liquid phase from T ) 298.15 K to the hot-zone
temperature T, ∆298.15

T Hm
o (l)

∆298.15
T Hm

o (l) ) ∫298.15

T
Cp(l)dT (A3.1)

The second term, the enthalpy change corresponding to the
vaporization of the sample at the hot-zone temperature, can
be derived from the difference between the total enthalpy
change, ∆l,298.15

g,T Hm
o , and enthalpy change due to the heating

of the sample in the liquid phase, ∆298.15
T Hm

o (l), according to

∆l
gHm

o (T) ) ∆l,298.15
g,T Hm

o - ∆298.15
T Hm

o (l) (A3.2)

The standard molar enthalpy of vaporization, at T ) 298.15
K, ∆l

gHm
o (298.15 K), may be derived from the total enthalpy

change measured for the process using eqs A3.3 or A3.4

∆l
gHm

o (298.15 K) ) ∆l,298.15
g,T Hm

o - ∫298.15

T
Cp(g)dT

(A3.3)

or

∆l
gHm

o (298.15 K) ) ∆l
gHm

o (T) + ∫298.15

T
Cp(l)dT -

∫298.15

T
Cp(g)dT (A3.4)
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